Nevada County Historical Landmarks Commission
P.0. Box 1014
Nevada City, California 95959
info@nevadacountylandmarks.com
530-274-7118

17 August 2021

Nevada County Board of Supervisors
950 Maidu Avenue
Nevada City, CA 95959
Honorable Chair and Board Members:
At today's meeting of the Nevada County Historical Landmarks Commission, the
Commission voted unanimously to recommend to the Board that the application for
landmark designation of the Nevada City Chinese Cemetery be approved. The applicant
is the Chinese Historical Society of America. The property owners, Dan and Erin Thiem,
have authorized the application. The landmark is to be designated as Nevada County
Historical Landmark NEV 21-06.
The 1852 state census recorded 3,396 Chinese living in Nevada County, about
20% of its population. Soon, anti-Chinese sentiment forced the Chinese out of the
cemeteries managed by white people and into their own segregated cemetery. They
then began burial at the site of the present Chinese Cemetery. There is a report of an
1874 interment. The inscription on the shrine inside the Cemetery states that the
Cemetery was "reconstructed" on August 6, 1891, a date that also appears on the
original gate at the entrance of the Cemetery. The site was restored to its original look
around the late 19th century by the Ramey family who then owned the property. The
site is owned presently by the Thiem family, with the Chinese Historical Society having a
historic preservation easement.
The applicant, assisted by Commissioner Elinor Barnes, has provided a thorough
and compelling level of research and documentation to accompany the

application, which has been reviewed by the Commission for historical accuracy. The
application and supporting documentation is enclosed.
If you approve the application, please forward the resolution and accompanying
documents to the County Recorder.
If you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you in
advance for your consideration of this request.
Yours truly,
____________________
Bernard Zimmerman, Chair
Cc: Justin Hoover
Dan Thiem
Elinor Barnes

County of Nevada
State of California

Nevada County Historical Landmarks Commission
Application for Registration of Historical Landmark

Name of proposed landmark: Nevada City Chinese Cemetery
Location: Part of 9 Kidder Court; Township 16 North, Range 9 East. M.D.B.
& M in the County of Nevada, State of CA, Section 18: Lots 16, 18, and 19,
consisting of 16.67 acres, more or less.
Name of applicant: Chinese Historical Society of America
Address: 965 Clay St, San Francisco, CA 94611

Home or work phone: (415) 391-1188 x101
Name and address of owner upon whose property proposed landmark
is located, if owner is not applicant: Dan and Erin Thiem own the property.
The Chinese Historical Society of America has a Historic Preservation
Easement for the Cemetery.
I authorize the placing of a plaque or marker on site.
__________________________________
Dan Thiem - Owner
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8-23-2021
___________________
Date

Brief history and description of proposed landmark
(attach additional sheets as necessary)
The earliest Chinese pioneers came to California during 1849-50. The 1852
state census recorded 3,396 Chinese living in Nevada County, about 20%
of its population. Soon, anti-Chinese sentiment forced the Chinese out of
the cemeteries managed by white people and into their own segregated
cemetery. They then began burial at the site of the present Chinese
Cemetery. While the land was then under BLM management, it was
common practice during those days for cemeteries to be placed on public
lands without obtaining permission.
Chris Ward, in his book on local cemeteries, reports an 1874 interment in
the Cemetery. The inscription on the shrine inside the Cemetery states that
the Cemetery was "reconstructed" on August 6, 1891, a date that also
appears on the original gate at the entrance of the Cemetery. The site was
restored to its original look around the late 19th century by the Ramey
family who then owned the property.

Historically significant aspects or properties of proposed landmark
The Ramey family accurately rebuilt the original look of the cemetery. The
large wooden gates have been accurately rebuilt, along with the white
picket fence at the entrance. Hollows in the ground exist where the Chinese
had been buried and due to Chinese traditional practices, their bodies were
often exhumed and returned to China. The cemetery spirit shrine (altar)
and the incinerator have been carefully restored as well. There remain
other relics and historic artifacts around the site including ceramics and
stoneware. This site ties directly to the local history of gold mining from
1850-1900.
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How will the landmark be protected and maintained?
Dan and Erin Thiem, local community oriented business owners of the Inn
Town campground adjacent to the easement have pledged financial
support, labor and effort, to maintain the cemetery with CHSA guidance.
The goal is that they maintain the local environs and the cemetery so that it
can be a positive contribution to the local economy and which would be an
attraction for a neighboring, family friendly campground and visitor center
that they would manage and run. The Thiem family has pledged ongoing
financial assistance and with CHSA guidance, this site must be maintained
as a destination historically landmarked site.

Bibliography. Cite or attach available books, records, articles or other
materials pertaining to the proposed landmark.
Books and articles:
Chinn, Thomas W., Him Mark Lai, and Philip Coy, " A History of the
Chinese in California: A Syllabus". San Francisco Chinese Historical
Society, 1969
Hagaman, Wallace R. ,"The Chinese Cemetery at Nevada City, California",
Cowboy Press, 2001
Hund, Jerome, Personal Letter from Jerome Hund to Vyolet Chu, County of
Nevada, August 1984
Johnston, David, "California's Early Chinese Not Resting In Peace", The
Sacramento Bee, July 17, 1978

Planter, Dianne, "A Resting Place On the Way Home", The Independent,
March 28, 1979
Ward, Christopher A., "Cemeteries of the Western Sierra", Arcadia
Publishing, 2016
See Also Attachment 1, Nevada City Chinese Cemetery Notes

by Christopher A. Ward

Historical or civil records: (e.g., ownership, assessments etc.)
See Attachment 2, Historic Preservation Easement

Other: (e.g. photographs, prints or drawings. Please list and attach
separately)
See Attachment 3, Photos and text from Cemeteries Of The Western Sierra

_______________________________
Applicant:
Justin Hoover, Executive Director
Chinese Historical Society of America

______________________
Date

=========================================================
This completed form and all related documents shall be sent to the:
2021 rev.

Nevada County Historical Landmarks Commission
Attention: Chairman
P. O. Box 1014, Nevada City, Cal. 95959
Attachments and related documents may be submitted in electronic format.
An application must be considered solely on its historic or architectural
merits and not for commercial gain, political benefits, or other non historical
reasons.
An individual Commissioner can advise and counsel an applicant, but all
applications must be considered by the full Commission, meeting in regular
session.
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Attachment 1

Nevada City Chinese Cemetery Notes
By Christopher A. Ward
“…Research revealed several important things. First, the importance of funeral,
burial, and exhumation rituals to the overseas Chinese in helping to maintain a
connection to home. In many cases this connection was merely symbolic - as in
the placement of traditional Chinese coins or food vessels in the grave with the
deceased”. (Rouse 229-230)
“The segregation of the Chinese from Euroamerican burials at the Nevada City
cemetery reflects the inherent conflicts existing between the two groups in life.
The Chinese all across California, were not well-received by their Anglo
neighbors. The peculiar lifeways of the Chinese bewildered and frightened
onlookers. Ignorance and fear eventually led to distrust, discrimination, and in
some cases violence (Farncomb 1994:49). It is for these reasons reexamination
and consideration is warranted.
The 1860s of Nevada County carried with it a growing racial bias, this
conversation is particular to the Chinese community but the indigenous and
many minority communities suﬀered similar biases. The Euroamerican citizenry
of Nevada City voted in 1861 to forcibly segregate the Chinese population from
the rest of the cemetery community and later, between the years of 1879 to
1881 Nevada County developed and implemented an anti-Chinese ordinance,
and even the long-time Chinese residents were asked, forcibly, to have the
“bone-scrapers” leave town (Hagaman 2001:2). It was at these times our
Chinese cemeteries were populated, often with folks having been in California
for nearly 50 years already.

Chinese Funeral Traditions
The rules around death are very important to all members of Chinese society.
Special attention is paid to the care of the dead and very specific rules are
followed. It is widely believed that bad luck will come to the family that does not
honor the rules. In Chinese culture, traditions can vary depending on the
deceased’s role in the family, their age, the manner of death, and their position in
society. Care for one’s parents is complete and without question, so when a
parent or elder dies, funeral planning falls to the eldest son and his children. A
parent may not perform funeral planning for their child, so an unmarried person
is taken to a funeral home upon death. Chinese rules also say that an older
person must not show formal respect to a younger person. A child is therefore
buried in silence and no funeral ceremonies are performed. Funeral traditions

diﬀer throughout China. Some Chinese people follow Christian beliefs and burial
traditions.
In Mainland China, there is land available for cemeteries, so Christian burials
take place. Some Chinese people believe in the teachings of Buddha. In Hong
Kong, the Buddhist practice of cremation is encouraged because the land there
is needed for farming.
Chinese Christians: Many Chinese Christians believe a person’s body should
be at home at the time of death. Often, a person who is dying in a hospital will
be brought home to die peacefully,surrounded by loving family members and
friends. When a death occurs, the family will immediately remove any mirrors
from the home. They believe that anyone who sees the reflection of a casket will
have more sorrow. Religious statues are covered with red paper, and a white
cloth is placed across the main door of the house. A gong is also placed at the
entrance: on the left of the doorway for the death of a male and on the right for a
female.
After death, the body is dressed in a favorite outfit by the family or funeral
professional in preparation for what is called a wake. This is a time when friends
and family gather to visit and speak kindly about the life of the deceased (dead
person). They pray together and believe their prayers help their love one go to
heaven sooner. The color of clothing for friends and family is very important.
Only the deceased's spouse, children and daughters-in-law wear black, since
their sadness is thought to be the greatest. If anyone else wears black, it is
considered very insulting. Grandchildren of the deceased wear dark blue and
great-grandchildren wear light blue. Siblings, cousins, aunts and uncles may
also wear light blue. All others attending a funeral wear bright colors, even white,
to signify that their relationship to the deceased was not as strong as close
family members. Red is not worn because it is the color of happiness and worn
at weddings. A candle is lit and placed near the casket, and family members
ensure that the flame burns throughout the entire time of the wake, from three to
seven days. Those who live past the age of ninety are honored with the longest
wake of seven days. During the wake, family and friends bring beautiful flower
wreaths – traditionally white irises – that have banners printed with verses or
rhymes. They also give the family white envelopes holding money in odd
amounts to help pay for the funeral and bring good luck to the dead person,
with the largest amounts from family members. Family members fold prayer
paper into the shape of as many Chinese coins as possible to bring more good
luck to their loved one in the afterlife. On the day of the funeral, the family prays
before the casket is taken to the burial site. The eldest son of the deceased
traditionally rides along with the casket, with everyone else following. The family
is in a state of sadness for 100 days after the burial. A piece of colored cloth
worn on the sleeve of each family member indicates their sadness: black is worn
by the deceased's children, blue by grandchildren and green by great
grandchildren.

Chinese Buddhists: Within the Chinese Buddhist community, death has great
religious meaning. It marks the moment when new life begins through rebirth
and is a powerful reminder of Buddha's teachings. They stress the importance
of making every moment count. Human birth is precious, and life has great
value. Every Buddhist must be aware of and prepared for death, because it can
happen at any time. When death is near, Buddhists are instructed to think about
their holy writings. Giving one’s final thoughts to Buddha and his teachings
brings good luck in the new life. Buddhists feel that the things they own, people
they know, fame and power all vanish at the time of death. None of these can be
carried over into the next life. Where and how a person is reborn, however,
depends on their good and bad actions in life. So it is very important for a
Buddhist to prepare for death by living in a good and kind manner. After death,
relatives and friends pour water over one hand of the deceased in a bathing
ceremony. They then place the body in a casket and surround it with flowers,
candles and sticks of incense. If possible, a photograph of the person is placed
alongside and colored lights are hung around the casket. Since Buddha's death,
many Buddhists have chosen cremation to free the soul from the body. They
believe that several stages of life called bardos continue for hours or days after
the body dies, so cremation does not take place right away. Sometimes, it is
delayed to wait for distant relatives to arrive or to show special honor to the
dead. In these cases, holy men (monks) come to the house one or more times
each day to chant (sing prayers). Food is oﬀered to the monks to increase the
importance of the deceased. Frequently the body of a famous or rich person is
kept for a year or more in a special building at a temple. Waiting this long before
cremation shows respect for the person and allows time for religious
ceremoniesthat will help them in the afterlife. When this happens, ceremonies
are held on the seventh, fiftieth and hundredth days after death. As long as the
body is present, the spirit can benefit from gifts, speeches, and songs. After
cremation, the spirit is cut oﬀ from the physical world. On the day of cremation,
a man carrying a white banner on a long pole leads the walk to the place
cremation will be held. He is followed by elderly men carrying flowers in silver
bowls. Next, a group of eight to ten monks hold a broad ribbon that extends to
the casket behind them. The casket may be carried by guests called pall bearers
or pulled in a funeral car by a large number of friends and relatives who feel that
they are performing their last good deed for their loved one. During the service
at the cemetery, monks sit facing the casket and lead the mourners in singing
prayers. The casket is then placed on a stack of bricks and family and friends
toss lit candles, incense and wood beneath the casket to start the burning. Later
the ashes may be gathered and kept in a container called an urn.
Taiwanese Culture In Taiwan there are many time-honored rules that help a
family deal with the death of a loved one. At the moment of death, an oil lamp is
lit to light the way into the afterlife. A last meal of boiled rice and a hard-boiled
egg is placed at the foot of the deceased, and special paper money is burned as

an oﬀering. As family and friends gather, they begin to talk to the deceased,
weeping and even shouting out apologies. Family members change into darkcolored clothing. Women let their hair down and remove all make-up; all hats
and shoes are removed. Taiwanese people believe earth energies aﬀect health
and well-being. They will hire a geomancer – someone who reads such energies
– to identify the safest and best day to hold the funeral. They avoid days when
dangerous monsters created by bad burials might be roaming. Friends and
relatives are informed of a death through printed announcements. White paper is
the color of sadness, but happy pink paper is used when a person has lived for
seventy-five years or more. A square piece of white paper with one Taiwanese
character meaning death is placed on the front door of the home of the
deceased to let people know about the death; neighbors place a small piece of
red cloth on their doors to show the way to the house with white. Religious
decorations and statues are covered with white sheets and no oﬀerings are
made during the wake (the time between death and the funeral ceremony). The
wake can last for two to three weeks, until the best day determined by the
geomancer. During this time, the family is expected to wear the dark clothing
they put on at the time of death. They welcome friends and relatives into their
home and accept gifts of flowers, incense, fruit, candles and paper money. A
small "soul table" is set up to display a photo of the deceased and display the
gifts. At a time specified by the geomancer, a ceremony is held to transfer the
body into a casket using a special white cloth. As priests chant and ring bells,
the family works together to surround the body with rough paper and cover it
with another special cloth. They often place personal items in the casket for
good luck. This is a time of deep sadness, because it is the last time family
members will see the deceased. Poems are read and incense is burned in honor
of the deceased, and guests walk to the grave site. People are hired to carry the
caskets, and paid musicians, singers, dancers and wailers (loud, mournful criers)
accompany the group. Once each guest has tossed a handful of dirt onto the
grave, final oﬀerings are made and incense burned. Rice, nails or money are
given to the children as reminders to be faithful family members of the
ancestors. The entire group then follows a diﬀerent route to return home, so that
the ghost will not follow them. Special oﬀerings are made to the deceased every
seven days after death. Some families do this for forty-nine days and other
families for seventy-seven days. On these days, food is placed on a table in
front of the home for the soul to eat, and paper money is burned so the
deceased can present this money to the oﬃcials of the underworld to get a
better afterlife.
Remembrances: Ching Ming, the Festival of Pure Brightness, is a Chinese
remembrance tradition that is celebrated on April 4 or April 5 every year,
depending on the lunar calendar. Ching Ming is a time when families come
together to honor and respect their ancestors, who are believed to still have
influence over the living. During Ching Ming, family members clean, weed and

repair the gravesites of their loved ones. Decorative flowers, burning incense,
prayer candles and food oﬀerings may also be placed on gravesites. Burning
symbolic paper money and sharing a picnic meal at the gravesite are additional
customs that may take place during this time of remembrance
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